Imagine being ten times more productive… on a smaller budget. Transforming your core processes so you can focus on growing your business, instead of maintaining it.

AI can make that happen. Think about it.

Every enterprise has teams that spend their time capturing, analyzing, and responding to all sorts of content. Documents, audio recordings, video footage. The list goes on… and it varies by industry.

Let’s say you run a hospital. Tons of administrative work goes into taking care of your patients. Your team deals with millions of medical records: Some with charts and imaging. Others with handwritten notes. Doctor’s notes… in doctors’ handwriting.

Now, suppose you start using AI to organize and interpret all of this material. It can automate up to 90% of these tasks, even those that require critical decision-making.

Your team can oversee the work, but they won’t get caught in the weeds. They can give feedback that helps the AI grow faster and sharper over time, so diagnoses or billing tasks that used to take days, will now take seconds. And with your team’s newfound time, they can focus on patients instead of paperwork.

This can be applied in nearly all industries. So whether you’re a utilities company trying to prevent the risk of power outages, or an insurer handling spikes in claims, Solutions.AI for Processing can create this kind of change for your business.